Notice regarding preventive measures against COVID-19.

To our valued guests

Request for cooperation in prevention of the COVID-19 for all guests and staff.

Temperature checks

Mask

Wear your own mask at all the
time except under 2 years old.

Cooperate with temperature
and condition checks before
you enter the facility.

Personal details

We ask your contact details, the contact confirming between you and
cases, your international movement records.

Hand sanitizer

Clean your hands carefully,
using the sanitizer provided.

Maintain social distancing

Keep a distance of two meters
as much as possible from others.

Please kindly note that we might be a case to submit your personal details to a public health center etc. to relevant organs.

We ask all our guests and the group to refrain from joining the brewery tour if:

ー You have been diagnosed as infected by a public health center that carries out COVID-19 testing, or have been informed
that you came into a close contact with a case and are under follow-up observation.
ー Anyone develops cold symptoms or fever over 37.5°C (99.5°F), fatigue, cough, sputum, chest discomfort, or loss of taste
and smell.

ー Within the past 14 days, you have traveled to, or have come into close contact with someone who within the past 14 days
has traveled to, countries or areas for which an observation period after reentry to Japan is required, or to countries or
areas that the Japanese Government has restricted residents of Japan from visiting. If you are an expartriate, please bring
your passport or other documents that you can show us the date of entering Japan.

Our actions against COVID-19
We have been taking measures to prevent the spread of infections.

● Avoid

the “Three Cs” ; ①Close-contact settings ②Crowded places ③Closed spaces

To decrease the number of guests, the tour and tasting contents for a brewery tour and maintain social distancing.
● Health

Management of all staff

Temperature checks every morning, taking measures to prevent droplet infection, washing and sanitizing hands
frequently, wearing a mask at all the time.
● Ventilation

periodically & Sanitizing surfaces inside the facility

We ask for your cooperation in helping prevent the spread of infections.
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